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Because each mass customized product is configured with different type of parts, the shipping number of parts changes rapidly. In addition, short life times of those products make life times of parts short. Therefore, the target shipping number changes irregularity in a short cycle and it makes difficult to forecast.
Many forecasting techniques have been reported which extract feature quantities from past time series data and forecast under the assumption that the feature quantities are available in the future. Time series analysis method is one of those techniques. However, those techniques require a regular cycle of change and sufficient length of data for extracting feature quantities with statistical processing. Therefore, they are difficult to apply to our problem. This paper proposes a method using quote information in pre-sales as an advance indicator. To be more precise, a number of parts, named "quoted number", is summated per each part type from quotes which are made in each planning cycle of production. Then an expected number of parts to be shipped in next planning cycle, named "shipping number", is forecasted with the quoted numbers up to the present cycle. Figure 1 shows basic concept of the method. As showed in the left side of Fig.1 , the method considers quoted number as an input of a built-to-order system and considers shipping number as an output from the system. Then shipping number is described in the following expression by considering shipping number is equal to convolution of quoted number and order probability. Where, k y is shipping number of planning cycle k , k u is quoted number, { } i x is order probability vector with dimension n , and k υ is a noise of shipping number. The problem is how to identify the order probability { } i x includes unobservable noise.
The method assumes the noise as normal random number and corrects it with Kalman filter. Then estimating shipping number ˆk y is calculated by next expression using identified order probability { } i x and previous quoted number. The method was evaluated using 78 types of parts of an information equipment product. Table. 1 shows the experimental result. The table is divided according to an indicator named "Average rate of change" which shows levels of change of shipping number. The method is compared with exponential smoothing method with mean absolute percent error. The proposed method is superior to the comparative method in every condition and shipping numbers whose average rate of change are less than 0.4 can be estimated with 28.2% which is less than 30% of upper limit of practical use. It makes the method available for forecasting the target shipping number. A method of forecasting shipping number of parts is proposed for build-to-order products using quote information in pre-sales as an advance indicator. As the target shipping number of parts changes irregularity in a short cycle, it is difficult to forecast with conventional methods. In case of build-to-order product, quote information is useful for forecasting multiplying by order probability. But the problem is how to identify the order probability includes unobservable noise. The method assumes the noise as normal random number and corrects it with Kalman filter. The shipping number is calculated using identified order probability and previous quoted information. The method was evaluated using 78 types of parts of an information equipment product.
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Experimental result demonstrates that shipping number of parts whose average rate of change are less than 0.4 can be estimated with 28.2% of mean absolute percent error, making the method available for forecasting the target shipping number. 
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